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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims at exploring the normative rules used to accentuate prominent syllables in 

English words as well as prominent words in English sentences. As part of findings, the study 

has identified seven prominent normative rules of word stress and seven prominent rules. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

While learning a language we learn mainly three things of that language. 

Number one is vocabulary; number two is structure or grammar in which we 

learn how words are combined together to write or to speak a meaningful 

sentence; and number three is pronunciation which perhaps is the most 

important component of mastering a language. But English being English is 

somewhat weird in terms of pronunciations. One of the main reasons of using 

wrong pronunciations in English is English words are not pronounced the 

way they are written. In this regard, speakers of languages like Sanskrit, 

Hindi, Spanish, and many other Indian languages are really fortunate 

because they don’t have to learn pronunciation additionally. In what follows, 

we can see first how English pronunciation is asymmetrical in nature. 

However, this study has identified 14 normative principles of word stress and 

intonation. 
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RESEULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In attaining the set objective, the study enlists seven normative principles of 

word stress and seven normative principles of sentence stress (intonation) to 

master English pronunciation.  

Word Stress Principles 

1. If a word starts with weak prefix, put stress on the root word. The bold part 

shows stress or emphasis in the following examples: 

across    develop 

apart    reduce 

alone    between 

amount    present 

export 

 

2. If a disyllabic word is noun, adjective, or compound noun, put stress on the 

first syllable. 

table    clever 

football   keyboard 

toothpaste   happy 

rainy    sample 

However, there are some loan nouns and verbs in which second syllable is 

stressed as in hotel, concise, understand, relax, etc. 

3. If a word ends with suffixes like “-tion, -cian, -sion, -ic, -ical, -ial, -tial, -ment”, 

put stress on the syllable before the suffix as in: 

Application, Examination, Qualification -tion 

Electrician, Musician, Politician, Physician -cian 

Grammatical, Theoretical, Philosophical -ical 

Arrangement, Encroachment, Excitement -ment 

Patriotic, Scientific, Specific, characteristic -ic 

Ceremonial, Industrial, Congenial -ial 

Official, Essential, Confidential, differential -cial / -tial 

Commission, Admission -sion 

Resistible, Impossible, Terrible -ible 



 

4. If a word has three syllables ending with suffixes like (-ly, -er, -ful, -ness), 

put stress on the first syllable.  

Or-der-ly    Ea-si-er 

Qui-et-ly    Beau-ti-ful  

Ha-ppi-ly    Faith-ful-ness 

Ma-na-ger    Po-wer-ful 

 

5. Put stress on the third syllable from the end if a word ends with suffixes like 

“-ty, -ous, -tive, -gy”. 

Ac-ti-vi-ty   Po-ssi-bi-li-ty  

ne-ce-ssi-ty   Co-mmo-di-ty 

In-dus-tri-ous  La-bo-ri-ous 

In-ju-ri-ous   In-for-ma-tive 

Su-per-la-tive  Psy-cho-lo-gy 

Pho-no-lo-gy 

 

6. Put stress on the first syllable of a word if it ends with suffixes ‘ate or able’. 

Com-pli-cate  Know-le-dge-able 

Cul-ti-vate   Ma-na-ge-able 

Edu-cate   Do-able 

For-tu-nate   Lov-able 

In-di-cate   Break-able 

Se-pa-rate   Watch-able 

 

7. V5 and Plurals are usually formed by adding /-es/ or /-s/ at the end of the 

root verb or noun. In such cases, /s/ or /es/ will conditionally have three 

different pronunciations as shown in the following figure:  

 



 

8. V2 (past simple) or V3 (past participle) form of regular verb is usually formed 

by adding /-d/ or /-ed/ after a root verb. In such cases, there are three 

pronunciations of {-d/-ed}.  

     -d/-ed 

 

9. If a word is used as a noun, put stress on the first syllable, whereas the 

stress will be on the second syllable if the same word is used as a verb. 

Object  (Noun)            Object  (Verb) 

Progress (Noun)   Progress  (Verb) 

Record (Noun)   Record  (Verb) 

Present (Noun)    Present  (Verb) 

 

Sentence Stress (Intonation) Principles 

 



 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The present study is exploratory in nature as it delved into identifying some 

of the prominent normative rules or principles to mend word and sentence 

level pronunciation in spoken context. As an extension to this study, the 

researcher aims at listing 50 similar rules that govern English pronunciation 

of syllables in words and words in sentences. The study is significant for the 

reason that it imparts a ready reference to the non-native speakers of English 

who are interested in improving their understand of pronunciation at lexical 

and syntactic levels. 


